Hi Everybody,
Today we are happy to announce 2 major things:

1. Opening of the revamped ACT (ADzbuzz Community Credits) offer
We have now opened up the ACT offer which cn be paid for with ADZ, BTC or ETH. This offer starts at
$200 for 1.5 Million ACT's (which is 75% ownership in a community) and the price increases with $1
when a sale is made. Here you can find the link to the order page:
>>> Buy ADZbuzz Community Tokens
ADZbuzz Community tokens represent ownership in ADZbuzz Communities. Holders earn part of the
daily profit share. As you know, our full focus the next period will be to increase the profit share by
rebranding our exchange on our new domain Buzzex.io by improving the UI, adding more trading
options and a trading API to allow pro-traders to automate their trades. We will also continiously add
more coins and promote our exchange to all coin communities that trade on Buzzex.io.
This is our target for ACT's based on Buzzex.io trading fees:

Some other improved features of the ACT offer include:
-> Direct and indirect referral program
10% of sales of your referrals will instantly be credited to your exchange wallet the moment they buy

the offer. 10% will be used for periodical referral contest and winners will also get earnings directly in
your exchange wallet.
-> Connected to ADZbuzzPay
Instead of using the exchange directly, we have connected ADZbuzzPay to our exchange to make
payments more smooth. ADZbuzzPay connected to the exchange will prove to become a huge
addition of both ADZbuzz and Buzzex.io in the future.
-> ACT credits can be used to buy any untokenized community
Instead of only being able to buy the ACT's of communities we already tokenized, you'll now be able
to choose any untokenized community after your purchase and own 75% of that community if
available.
-> Connected to ADZAC/USDT trading pair
As soon as a sale is made, a buy order for ADZAC's (ad credits) will be created so that people people
who acquired ADZAC's through burning ADZ can sell them. 50% of the sale price of ACT's is used to
create buy orders the moment the sale is confirmed. Since the price of the first batch is $200, the
first buy order will be created at $0.10 per ADZAC up until $42 in the latest batch.
IMPORTANT: We created the ADZAC/USDT pair because the price is fixed in USD value the moment
the sale is made. You can only withdraw the sell order of your ADZAC in the currency we receive the
payment for (ADZ, BTC or ETH).
-> 1000 Ad Credits Bonus For ACT buyers!
As sell orders for ACT's are made, ACT buyers will get 1000 ad credits as bonus on top of their ACT
purchase. This means you will own part of the ADZbuzz ad space permanently which you can use to
promote your ACT's and grow their value. A great additional bonus to grow your profits!

2. Option to sell ad credits after burning ADZcoin now open
A second huge new feature is the option to sell the ad credits that you acquired by burning ADZ.
There is only an option to sell ADZAC's, not to buy them. Here is the trading page:
>>> ADZAC/USDT Trading Page
Some important things to note:
-> Price points range from $0.10 to $42.095
-> The value of every price point increases with $0.0005 per ADZAC ($0.50 on total amount)
-> Only valid price points can be chosen to place sell orders
-> You can see in the "Buy Wall" which price points are already taken
What does this mean?

ADZcoin is an asset that represents the ad space on ADZbuzz. The system we have set up gives us the
goal to sell all ad space through the ACT offer. So in short:
The only logical thing everybody can do is:
-> Burn ADZcoins
-> Pick a price you want to sell them for in the ADZAC/USDT trading pair page
-> Wait for your sell order to be filled (while supporting the project :) )
Every time we make an ACT sale, somebody will sell their ADZcoins for a fixed price they have set
before, starting at $0.10 up until over $42 per ADZ. The more sales we make, the higher the price
people sell their ADZcoins for will be. This will continue until ALL ADZcoins are burned and all of them
have been sold at the fixed price points.
People can still speculate about ADZcoin, but that becomes irrelevant as its price is set in stone now
and we can fully focus on growing our revenue to grow the profit share.
IMPORTANT: Even after adding your sell order for ADZAC’s in the ADZbuzz Exchange you can still
either advertise in the ADZbuzz ad server or activate the DFY option to earn daily ADZ until your
order is filled. Another reason to burn ADZ and earn daily profits while you wait for your oder to be
filled at your chosen price point!
A few other things to note:
-> Next week we'll have a special landing page which includes a profit calculator for ACT's. This will
allow affiliates to directly send traffic to this page in order to promote the offer and the profit
calculator will surely boost conversions.
-> Some additional features we need to add for the offer is the option to buy multiple batches of
ACT's at increased price points and the option to use your ADZbuzz balances to directly buy ACT's.
As mentioned, the next phase we'll fully focus on Buzzex.io and increase trading volume on our
exchange to grow the value of ACT's by increasing the profit share and ensure everybody can sell
their ADZcoins for Dollars in due time. 😊
Have a great day!
The ADZbuzz Team

